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“
-- Loren Eiseley

American Anthropologist

If there is magic on this planet, 
it is contained in water.
“

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Us lucky people work on water restoration and protection. This slide certainly captures how I feel when I am around water. It is magical in its beauty, serenity, and power. And it is all of those things that make it so critical to life on our planet. Our human and many of our ecological communities depend on water and freshwater in particular.I am going to get us to river restoration. First I’d like to ground us in why we do this work and remind us of what is at stake and the underpinnings of what we want to achieve.



Freshwater ecosystems cover <1% of the planet but provide some of the most important 
ecosystem services. Freshwater populations are declining faster than terrestrial or marine1,2

and yet these systems receive less conservation investments than other ecosystems3.

1: Dudgeon et al. 2006. 2: Collen et al. 2014. 3: Darwall et al. 2011. 
Amazon River © IVARS UTINANS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Id like to start by touching on what underpins all of this work. At the American Rivers and The Nature Cosnervancy we under that value of freshwater ecosystems and the importance of river connectivity. We have goals to ensure clean water and healthy ecosystems for both human and ecological communities, we are working across all the factors that impact the health of freshwater including managing for impacts to clean water, managing land use practices, and ensuring adequate protection mechanisms to sustain that long term health and connectivity.And to underscore all of the work that we do, a reminder that while our Freshwater ecosystems cover <1% of the planet but provide some of the most important ecosystem services. Freshwater populations are declining faster than terrestrial or marine1,2 and yet these systems receive these conservation investments than other ecosystems3. Freshwater populations are declining faster than in marine or terrestrial realms2,3Rivers, lakes, and groundwater receive less conservation investments than most other ecosystem. 2: Dudgeon et al. 2006. 3: Collen et al. 2014. 4: Darwall et al. 2011. 



4Grill et al. (2019). Mapping the world’s free-flowing rivers. Nature. 569. 215-221. 
10.1038/s41586-019-1111-9. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Map of the world’s free-flowing rivers, contiguous river stretches with good connectivity status in blue and impacted rivers with reduced connectivity in red. Dams and reservoirs and the up-and downstream fragmentation and flow regulation caused by those dams are the leading contributors to the loss of river connectivity.Grill, Günther & Lehner, B. & Thieme, Michele & Geenen, B. & Tickner, David & Antonelli, Francesca & Babu, S. & Borrelli, Pasquale & Cheng, L. & Crochetiere, H. & Ehalt Macedo, Heloisa & Filgueiras, R. & Goichot, Marc & Higgins, Jonathan & Hogan, Zeb & Lip, B. & McClain, Michael & Meng, J. & Mulligan, Mark & Zarfl, Christiane. (2019). Mapping the world’s free-flowing rivers. Nature. 569. 215-221. 10.1038/s41586-019-1111-9. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s turn to the US and what we’ve been working on there…This is a map of the rivers of the US without all of those fragmented red lines from the previous slide. This is where we started and serves I think as a real inspiration for the beauty of our systems.GET THE MAP FROM ANALIE OF THE US RIVER NETWORKS



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when we impose the map of the dams, we see why we have those red lines. We have hundreds of thousands, over a million by some estimates, of dams in the US. 



From Cooper et al. 2017

If there were no dams . . .
the US would have 6007 stream networks.

Change to the Functionally Connected 
Networks in the Conterminous US

With dams, we have 54,120 
stream networks.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And they all look different, with a wide range of dam types, structure and use. Many dams serve important uses, but regardless we know they have an impact on our freshwater systems. For dams that serve a critical need that we cannot replace otherswise possibly some water supply reservoirs for example– thos structures need to remain in place. However, many people assume all dams are serving a current use, when actually a small fraction of dams provide many of benefits that people think of. For instance less than 3% of dams in the U.S. are hydropower dams and less than 17% are thought to provide flood protection. There are tens of thousands of outdated, obsolete dams nationwide whose impacts to ecology or public safety outweigh the benefits they provide. 



Restoring our 
rivers:
The dam removal 
movement
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My talk today is focused on building a movement to restore rivers through dam removal, and so I am not spending real time discussing the impacts of dams. But I do want to say a little bit about why I find this work so foundational to ecosystem restoration and why we want to see it grow more within the US but also across the world. As I said, we know that dams of all sizes and type impact river ecology. And that is because rivers are fundamentally long, linear and dynamic ecosystems. River dependent species depend on that flowing water. And we know there is such a diversity of habitat within each river – cool, deep pools, and rocky and shallow sandbars, rapids that oxygenate the water, and slower floodplains to deposit sediment and nutrients and provide for refuge during higher water events. I know some ecological projects are focused on specific species. What I love about a dam removal is that we are restoring river function. And that means that we restore a diversity of habitat types for the range of species that depend on that system. And when re remove a dam we reconnect networks of tributaries and landscapes. I find that really beautiful and powerful to be a part of creating that type of synergy.So lets talk about how we bring this work to scale and how we build a movement to restore rivers by removing dams….



Kennebec River, Maine, USA.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And when we do talk about the modern movement for dam removal, we are drawn to the events of 1999 on the Kennebec River in Maine.Edwards was a hydropower dam and it had blocked the river for 162 years. It generated a very small amount of hydropower 3.5MW – about the same amount as one or two wind turbines would produce. It was the first time the federal agency that licenses dams – the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission -- ordered a dam removed against the wishes of its owner, because the environmental costs outweighed the economic benefits.This decision was the result of a lot of advocacy from partners in the state of Maine, American Rivers, and other organizations. We pushed the agency to use an existing law that requires equal consideration of power and non-power values, and it worked.Removal started on July 1, 1999, opening up 17 miles of habitat for all ten species of migratory fish native to Maine.



Kennebec River, Augusta Maine, USA.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kennebec River, Augusta Maine todayA decade later, and following removal of a second dam on an upstream tributary, millions river herring returned to the river. Today, the Kennebec River has the largest run of river herring on the east coast of the US. Other migratory species like striped bass are also booming, and you can sit along the banks in lounge chairs and watch sturgeon jump out of the water in the spring.Thanks to the dam removal, what was once a place where buildings were built facing away from the river and people would get sick if they got in the water is now a recreation center.And for me, I was beginning my career in river advocacy and restoration in 1999 with my work at the state rivers program in Massachusetts just a couple hours south of the Kennebec. So, for me, I have had the opportunity to grow my career in this movement. Which leads me into what we’ve learned in the last 20+ years and how we’re building a movement.
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Building a movement
Source: American Rivers

United States Dam Removal 1912 – 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks to the momentum started with Edwards Dam, today we have a strong and growing dam removal movement in the United States as you can see on this graph. From 1912 through 2021, 1,789 dams have been removed in the U.S.  95% of those have been since 1980. Note that we did see a drop off in 2021 due to the pandemic. But moving forward lets talk about the factors that lead to these numbers.1789 Total Dam Removals Since 1912



Change of thinking
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dam removal first requires a change of thinking. The reality is that dams are aging and require maintenance. Rather than assuming those dams stay in place, we have opportunities to evaluate the usefulness of each dam and consider its costs outweigh its benefits. And in those cases it’s time for us to reconsider that dam. So a lot of our dam removals have been places where people realized they didn’t need or want their dam anymore.



South Branch Gale River, NH, USA. Credit: American Rivers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re removing waters supply dams. We’re thinking creatively and instead of seeing places where projects are too complicated or too contentious we see potential.



Columbia Lake Dam, NJ, USA. © Jeff Burian/TNC



Key environmental laws
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1934–1958

F&W Coordination Act: requires equal 
consideration and coordination of 
wildlife conservation with other water 
resources development programs

1972

Clean Water Act: restore and maintain 
the chemical, physical, and biological 
integrity of the nation's waters

1973

Endangered Species Act

1988

Federal Power Act  Section 10

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Advocates able to use environmental laws to advocate for fisheries and river protection and restoration….this suite of federal laws around fish and wildlife protection, clean water requirements, endangered species and evaluation of impacts under the federal power act together are so important.



Elwha River Dams, Olympic National Park.

Glines Canyon Dam photo by Mikal Jakubal
Salmon photo by Matt Stoecker

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Those are the key laws we used on the Kennebec. We used them again a decade later on the Elwha River. These were two dams in a national park blocking criticial endangered salmon habitat. They had been built before the passage of some of those environmental laws, so it wasn’t until they needed new hydropower licenses that we could use those laws to push for removal.



Elwha Dam. Credit National Park Service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We tore down two dams on the Elwha River –the largest dam removal and ecosystem restoration project in history. At 70 meters tall, the upper dam on the Elwha, Glines Canyon Dam, was the tallest ever removed. 



Key environmental regulations and expanding science in last 
20 years

• Strong Dam Safety Programs
• River restoration and dam removal as beneficial practice
• Streamlined State and Federal Restoration Permitting
• Improved understanding of importance of sediment in river systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And those federal laws are critical. But we are also working in other arenas because the majority of dams don’t have a federal license, so how do we tackle those conditions.



Dam Safety
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And those laws are critical. But we are also working in other arenas to develop new approaches and create opportunity for removal because the majority of dams don’t have a federal license, so how do we tackle those projects and what are the enabling conditions to encourage removal at these smaller dams? We look to more local factors that create decision points for dam owners and communities – safety and maintenance costs.Enabling conditions – Dam Safety. The other piece of regulation where we’ve had success is around dam safety. We noticed that states with strong dam safety requirements had more dam removals. And this makes sense, where dam owners are held responsible for maintenance, many chose to keep their dam when repair costs are high. We aren’t building new dams in the US, so most of our dams are 60-300 years old, which means that most need maintenance if they haven’t been regularly managed and kept up. Working again with our agencies partners again, we’ve worked to modernize dam safety regulations and ensure those agencies are adequately funded.That change in dam safety laws alone increase the rate of removal, but it also makes for safer communities and reduces fatalities at swimming sites near dams.



21Eight Mile River, Connecticut, USA

Promoting dam removal as a 
beneficial practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The other piece that we are working on is to help our regulatory agencies understand that dam removal is a beneficial practice. For a long time our environmental laws viewed disturbance of the existing ecological conditions as a negative. And of course to remove dams, we create a lot of disturbance and we lose the areal extent of wetlands. So we are working to establish in regulations that dam removal and the associated changes are a benefit. This requires promoting research within academic institutions and ultimately new guidance within our environmental regulations.



AMERICAN RIVERS and THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 22 Elwha River Mouth, WA
Credit: Jeff Duda, USGS

Improving the science 
and research
• USGS Dam Removal synthesis at Powell Center 

• Bellmore et al. Status and trends of dam removal research in the 
United States. WIREs Water 2016. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/wat2.1164

• Collins et al. Channel Response to Sediment Release: Insights 
from a Paired Analysis of Dam Removal. Earth Surface Processes 
and Landforms, January 1, 2017, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.4108

• Null et al. (2014). Optimizing the dammed: Water supply losses 
and fish habitat gains from dam removal in California. Journal of 
Environmental 
Management.https://watershed.ucdavis.edu/files/biblio/Null%20e
t%20al_JEMA_Optimizing%20the%20dammed.pdf

• Headwaters Economics (2016). Dam Removal: Case Studies on the 
Fiscal, Economic, Social and Environmental Benefits of Dam 
Removal. https://headwaterseconomics.org/wp-
content/uploads/Report-Dam-Removal-Case-Studies.pdf

https://www.usgs.gov/centers/john-wesley-powell-center-for-analysis-and-synthesis/science/dam-removal-synthesis?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://doi.org/10.1002/wat2.1164
https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.4108
https://watershed.ucdavis.edu/files/biblio/Null%20et%20al_JEMA_Optimizing%20the%20dammed.pdf
https://headwaterseconomics.org/wp-content/uploads/Report-Dam-Removal-Case-Studies.pdf


Where are we 
going?

© Mark Berry/TNC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve made a lot of progress in the last 20 years and not only through the removal of 1600 dams, but also in how we go about it and how we think about dams as part of our public infrastructure.We will continue to see challenges at individual projects, but I believe that we will see more dams being removed, more miles of river reconnected, cleaner water, sustainable fisheries and safer communities.A few things we need to do to keep the momentum going….Where are we going and where do we need to go?



U.S. New Funds
Federal 
Infrastructure Bill 
2021

AMERICAN RIVERS AND THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

$800M to federal 
programs for dam 

removal and fisheries 
restoration

Additional Opportunities 
to incorporate dam 

removal into public water 
infrastructure and public 

safety programs

Green River Lock and Dam #6 was removed in March, 2017. © Philip Scott Andrew

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have a big opportunity in the US because we have a significant increase in the federal funding for dam removal and fisheries. Its worth noting that some of those funds are to remove hazardous unsafe dams through dam safety programs.Also, there is a lot of funding for infrastructure programs that can feed into removalGreen River Lock and Dam #6 was removed in March, 2017. © Philip Scott Andrew



Patapsco River, MD
3 removed in 2010 - 2017

Raritan River, NJ
3  removed 2011 to 2013

Kent Park Dam

Rogue River, OR  
4 dams removed 2007 to 2010

Mill River, MA
3 dams removed, 1 removal begins 2017
1 fish ladder installed
3 more removals in the Taunton River watershed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve used funding and enforcement around fisheries to work strategically across multiple dams on a river/within a watershed. Funders also liking this. Often its been an opportunity at one dam that leads managers to look at adjacent dams.



Incorporate dam 
removal into planning 
to improve resiliency 
and modernize our 
infrastructure

AMERICAN RIVERS & THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 26
Middle Fork Nooksack River, WA, USA.

Dam photo by April MacEwen 
Construction photo by Brett Baunton

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is worth noting because as we think about dams for potential removal, the interplay of funding for infrastructure upgrades may make some of these projects viable.



Dams and Adjacent 
Infrastructure: Coordinating 
for better results

AMERICAN RIVERS & THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 27

Include dams as part of 
public infrastructure 
planning and funding

Adjacent infrastructure 
considerations with dam 
removal



WHY BARRIER 
REMOVAL

PEOPLE – FLOOD RESILIENCY, PUBLIC SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT – AQUATIC & TERRESTRIAL 
WILDLIFE HEALTH, WATER 
QUALITY

ECONOMY – MAINTAIN/RESTORE FISHERIES, 
REDUCE ADVERSE IMPACTS, 
IMPROVING RECREATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Incorporating dams and removals into our long term planning is going to pay benefits across our community infrastructure, our ecosystems, and ultimately result in economic benefits. And we need to keep honing our messages and bring the public along with why these projects are important. For a long time these projects have been in the purview of a group of conservation organizations, these are ultimately public infrastructure projects and we should be considering how we can invest across our infrastructure funding.
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© American RiversCredit:  Michael Hanson

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bring people and institutions along with us.Train the next generation – mentor, make spaceEnsure institutional support.Note TNC and ARs efforts to increase DEIJ within our work. Inclusive of more voices.© AmericanRivers



Dam removal is 
part of the 
solution as we 
build sustainable 
and resilient 
communities and 
healthy rivers.

AMERICAN RIVERS and THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 30 Passumpsic River Restoration 
Credit: Ron Rhodes, Connecticut River Conservancy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I believe and my organizations believe that dam removal is part of the solution as we build sustainable and resilient communities and healthy rivers.I include this picture as a great example of a multi-benefit success. 



Thank You
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White Salmon River, 
Washington State, US
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